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Against a silhouette of the Riverview buildings, the Delta Queen glides upriver to Hannibal, Missouri. (Photo: 1977. G.F.)

The now familiar landmark known as "Riverview House" may have
celebrated its one-hundred-fortieth anniversary. May, because it is

still unclear whether any of the present house actually dates from
1847, the year Addison Greene. Elsah's first resident, established his

woodcutting business near the River's edge. Various accounts
indicate that he built from one to four log structures on the site now
occupied by Riverview. However, we have no pictorial evidence to

verify this possibility. A popular and long held myth perpetuated the
idea that one of these log structures was incorporated within the
present Riverview frame. This myth was dissolved when between
1973 and 1975, Glenn Felch (Riverview's owner from 1973-1987),
gutted the entire house of its crumbling plaster and lathe. What
Glenn did find were two distinctly different types of framing — clearly

distinguishing the original structure from its multiple, successive,
alterations and additions.

It is entirely possible, contrary to previous assumptions, that

Riverview was not built by Addison Green, but by Brock and Onetto
who purchased the Riverview lots in 1851 from James Semple,
Elsah's founder. Greene moved to Mississippi Township sometime in

1853-4 and subsequently built a very beautiful farmhouse. (See a
history of Addison and Amanda Greene in "Elsah History" No. 12,

March, 1975.) Greene's ownership of the Riverview land remains
unconfirmed although his presence in Elsah can be verified as of

1847. Perhaps he started Riverview's Foundation and then was hired

to build the house for someone else.

Aside from its strategic location at the entrance to the village, one
may wonder, "What else is important about Riverview''" There are

several factors. First, the house represents two distinctly different

styles of architectural form — Greek Revival (the original portion of

the house), and Gothic Revival (the 1876 addition). Both of these

styles were translated or adapted to an Elsah vernacular interpreta-

tion revealing a style-consciousness even on the "frontier." Second,
much of the structure of the house with its various additions is intact;

notably the sash and framing of the original portion and the framing,

sash, and siding of the 1876 portion. (While the interior configur-

ations have been altered over the years, sufficient documentation
also exists to record much of its evolving floorplan.) Third, the very

alteration of the house over the years patterns its use at various times

as a general store, saloon, restaurant, and hotel. I n more recent times

it has been an antique shop and art gallery/studio. Fourth, its mere
survival all of these years makes the building Elsah's oldest and only

remaining waterfront entity.

Perhaps Addison Greene did begin the Riverview foundation in

1847: It so, we can wish the house a happy one-hundred-fortieth
anniversaryi We hope our readers will enjoy the pictorial review

presented in this newsletter and the one to come. We invite others to

submit articles about their restoration projects in Elsah or about
building techniques used by Elsah's first citizens.
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The photo below features the prominent "west wing" of Riverview
built in 1876 by Cosmos Keller Sr. as a hotel and saloon. It was
framed using the "balloon" method developed in Chicago in the

1830's. The system used mill cut dimensional lumber but no heavy
beams. Two stories at once were constructed with floor loists

"suspended" on banding or "belting" strips. Nails instead of pegs
were used to fasten the members. It was called "balloon" because of

the fast way in which volumes could be enclosed. The front gable of

Riverview originally had a carpenter gothic grapevine bargeboard to

duplicate the one which remains on the back gable. Along with the

pinnacle/finial. these elements would have been the only ones to

characterize the style as Gothic Revival. (Photo: 7985, G.F.)

Apparently, Cosmos Keller owned Riverview as far back as 1867
when he was given a license to sell "ardent spirits," J. G. Horn was
proprietor in 1893 when the town went dry after a local Temperance
campaign. In 1894, Horn transferred his hotel management to A, M
IVlcCune, During the restoration of the west wing in 1975 several

business cards were found behind the four foot high wainscotting

—probably dating from May, 1 892 when a newspaper entry read: "J.

Horn has over hauled and repaired the Riverside Hotel."

ER SIDE ffUTEL

J. G. HORN, Prop'r.



This photo was taken in 1975 and it shows the relationship in size of

the heavy walnut "header" beam to the random-cut pine two-by-
fours. The upright members are actuaffy mortised into the walnut
beam. They are seventeen feet long and are also mortised into the sill

beam. The white marks were made by plaster filling the cracks
between the lathing strips.

This photo olpost-and-beam joinery was taken during the construc-
tion of a new home recently built by the Snyder family on farmfand
just north of Elsah. Looking closely, one can see the ends of round
pegs. Many pre-Civil War barns, such as one still standing on a hill in

McClusky, were built using this method.
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This photo was taken in May. 1895, and reveals how central to Elsah activity RIvervlew has been over the years. In the 19th century the
Elsah waterfront served river traffic which supported the shipping of livestock, grain, quarried stone, lime, paper, wood, and alcohol. The
large brick building in the foreground is the Odd Fellows ' Hall seen here with its remodeled roof. The Bluff Line Railroad operated in one
form or another until 1953. The two-story porch on Riverview as seen in this photograph probably dates from the 1880's although the
original east wing porch may have existed prior to 1876 when Cosmos Keller Sr. added the two-story west wing. The two porches are

different styles and It IS doubtful that any portion of the original ones exist today. At the time of this photograph, the front gable still had its

complete grapevine bargeboard. A conspicuous barn stood at the rear of the property until the 1920's. Newspaper accounts from 1667 to

1900 include several Items about both Cosmos Keller Sr. and Cosmos Jr. making changesto what was then known as "Riverside Hotel." In

1896. an entry reads, "t^r. Cosmos Keller has a new roof put on Riverside Hotel. " More often, as on October 5th, 1882, an entry simply
reads. "Cosmos Keller redoes Riverside Hotel." During the restoration of Riverview between 1973 and 1987, it was clear that many
additions and alterations were made to the structure but it was almost impossible to decipher at exactly what time these occurred.

(Photo: Courtesy The Principia.)

The cloudy photo at left is important be-
cause it gives a closeup glimpse of the west
wing porch in 1900. The absence of more
elaborate scrollwork suggests that this sec-
tion of porch was added sometime after the

west wing was originally built: The simpli-

city of decoration is not consistent with the

fancier gable scrollwork. This photo also

documents the double door with its over-

head transom. The unassuming sign sug-
gests the simplicity of accomodations which
were probably standard fare for all hotel

guests. (Photo Source: Miss Lucy McDow.)



These two remarkable photographs reveal a significant transformation in the appedrancf^ of Jie nuui^a aiHi /fi completely new
one-story porch which is guessed to have replaced the older ones sometime between 1898 and 1900. The photo above is known to be
about 1912 because that is when Mr. and Mrs. Walter James Cresswell planted the twoelms in the front yard. They lived in the house and
managed it for Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Hughes who purchased the property from the Keller family in 1903. Mrs. Hughes was Mrs. Cresswell's

sister. When Walter passed on in 1918. Mrs. Cresswell (Catherine), decided to purchase the property in 1919. She owned it until 1939. Miss
Betty Cresswell. now of Alton, Illinois, was Catherine's youngest child and was nine years old at the time her mother purchased Riverview.

Betty remembers her mother making improvements to the house including the pouring of cement porch floors in both front and back in

1919.

The photo above shows much of the stone foundation still visible on Riverview's east side. (It was covered in the 1940's with fill.) The
Post Office was located in the Odd Fellows' Hall at this time. The photo below also dates from 1911-12 shortly after the Cresswells had
freshly painted the house. The grapevine bargeboard is gone; the 1896 raised-tin roof is visible: and shutters contributed a distinct charm.
(The shutters date from at least 1895 but may go back to 1876. They were primarily functional in that they provided shade in the absence of

trees as well as protection from severe storms.)

(Photo Sources: Above. Eva Murphy; below, Miss Betty Cresswell, Miss Marie Cresswell.)



Clockwise: In the top photo the elm trees have grown
sufficiently to guess the date of this picture to be 1920 to

1925. The shutters have been removed and do not appear
again in any existing photographs of the house. The
x-shaped railing at the end of the porch has replaced a
previous design of squares. The flue for the kitchen cook
stove shows clearly at the rear of the house (this flue was
later replaced with an exterior brick one in the 1930's or
40's)- The dark photo in the upper right may be
contemporary with the previous one. It shows the River-

view barn as well as the high board fence connecting the

house to the first outbuilding. The photo at right reveals
yet another version of porch railing (more clearly seen in

the next photo): the privacy fence covered with vines, and
the close proximity of the Odd Fellows' Hall. This photo
dates from after 1939 when Catherine Cresswell sold the

house to the Cunningham family who wished to move
their family to Elsah probably to enter their children in

Pnncipia College. The photo below was taken by Eugene
Kibbe. (one of the Cunningham's son-in-laws). sometime
alter 1940. In the early 1940's. fJlagarie Cunningham
Rhoads and her husband Edwin moved into Riverview
and eventually became its owners. The Rhoads did not
maintain the hotel business but did manage a soda
fountain, snack bar prior to opening an antique shop. In

this photo, the east yard is still very low. sloping down
towards the road level. The roof has one of its first layers
of rolled asphalt.

- TO BE CONTINUED IN OUR NEXT ISSUE -
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